BEER EVALUATION SHEET

Beer ____________________________
Style ____________________________
Name ____________________________
Date ____________________________

APPEARANCE

Colour
- STRAW
- GOLD
- AMBER
- COPPER
- DARK BROWN
- BLACK

Clarity
- BRILLIANT
- DULL
- CLOUDY

Head
- POOR
- GOOD
- PERSISTENT

NOTES

AROMA

Intensity
- FAINT
- STRONG

Balance
- SWEET
- SHARP

MALT AROMA
- GRAIN
- BREAD
- SWEET
- TOAST
- NUT
- CARAMEL
- TOFFEE
- CHOCOLATE
- COFFEE

HOPS AROMA
- EARTH
- FLORAL
- HERBAL
- SPICE
- RESIN
- CITRUS

OTHER
- FRUIT
- SKUNK
- CORN
- CHEMICAL

Impression
- OFF
- NEUTRAL
- NICE

NOTES

FLAVOUR

Intensity
- FAINT
- STRONG

Balance
- SWEET
- BITTER
- SOUR

MALT FLAVOUR
- GRAIN
- BREAD
- SWEET
- TOAST
- NUT
- CARAMEL
- TOFFEE
- CHOCOLATE
- COFFEE

HOPS FLAVOUR
- EARTH
- FLORAL
- HERBAL
- SPICE
- RESIN
- CITRUS

OTHER
- FRUIT
- CORN
- CHEMICAL

Impression
- OFF
- NEUTRAL
- NICE

NOTES

NOTES

MOUTHFEEL

Body
- LIGHT
- MEDIUM
- FULL

Carbonation
- FAINT
- LIVELY
- EXCESSIVE

SENSATION
- CREAMY
- SLICK
- DRYING
- WARMING
- PUCKERING
- ASTRINGENT
- CHALKY
- MOUTHCOATING
- PRICKLY

NOTES

FINISH

Length
- SHORT
- MEDIUM
- LONG

Impression
- OFF
- NEUTRAL
- NICE

NOTES

GENERAL IMPRESSION

Craftsmanship
- BORING
- EXCELLENT

Intensity
- FAINT
- STRONG

Freshness
- OFF
- STALE
- FRESH

Balance
- SWEET
- BITTER
- SOUR

Personal Taste
- DISLIKED
- LIKED

NOTES
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